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Introduction

https://www.gartner.com/en/marketing/research/

annual-cmo-spend-survey-research?

utm_campaign=GML_GB_2021_GMLSPSV_C_BB1_RECM

OSPENDE1_SLA&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Eloqu

a&cm_mmc=Eloqua-_-Email-_-

LM_GML_GB_2021_GMLSPSV_C_BB1_RECMOSPENDE1_

SLA-_-0000

2021 was the year when we all had to pick up new skills and open our minds to 

ideas we didn’t usually rely on, both personally and professionally. Marketing 

leaders took the time to reshuffle priorities and understand where their focus 

should be, and that was on different strategies and new ways to connect.

The way in which B2B organizations used to communicate with their customers 

and prospects was significantly impacted. With the start of the pandemic, offline 

events were canceled. Our emails were flooded with noise with everyone trying 

to get to the top of the inbox. Webinars and podcasts took center stage like 

never before. We saw social media taking a big role in B2B marketing: what many 

organizations were using solely as a brand awareness platform, suddenly turned 

into a channel that we would heavily rely on to connect to the right people at the 

right time. Social media gave us a direct line to the customer, without the risk of 

being immediately irrelevant or too invasive. 

A lot has changed for CMOs, and some of these changes were quite painful. 

According to Gartner, “marketing budgets as a percentage of company revenue 

fell from 11% to 6.4%” in 2021, pushing businesses to reprioritize spend for 

everything from brand awareness to demand gen and ABM. As a low-cost, high-

impact strategy, social media marketing has risen to the top of the B2B agenda. 

To understand the true value of social media for today’s B2B organizations, we 

talked to CMOs at a wide range of companies across the globe. The results of our 

survey shone a light into the state of B2B social media marketing today, 

highlighting how it has become a top item on the roadmap for B2B 

organizations. 

While the pandemic accelerated the journey, offering a direct method of 

communication with customers during a time of uncertainty, the benefits of 

social media go far beyond this single need. B2B CMOs see the biggest impact of 

social media in improving customer experiences across the maturity of the 

relationships. As a result, despite marketing budgets dropping overall, budgets 

for social media are growing in 2022. 

The message is clear: if you don’t have a social-first marketing strategy, you’re 

falling behind. 
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Key findings

In 2021, Social media has become an essential B2B marketing 
channel, driving social selling across the funnel and helping 
improve customer experience. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, social media marketing has become one of 

the most effective marketing initiatives for B2B. While it may have initially 

been chosen for low cost and flexibility, it proved its worth by providing a 

direct line to customers and prospects anywhere, even post-pandemic. 

There is a lot of value to be leveraged by those who are savvy with 

implementation.

82% of B2B CMOs named social media their top growing marketing channel 

today.

B2B marketing budgets for 2022 also reflect this drive: 61% of CMOs calling 

social media their investment priority.

B2B companies plan to raise their social budgets by an average of 21%, with 

those who spend between $101K-$150K in 2021 planning to double their budget 

for 2022.

B2B organizations find social media extremely effective as part of their overall 

marketing strategy, with a top benefit of improving customer experience at 67%.

46% of CMOs consistently see employee advocacy outperforming corporate 

social media channels and pay-to-play at all stages of the funnel.
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Top Growing Marketing Channels in 2021

This year, CMOs were challenged with budget cuts and the inability to 

forecast a changing situation from one day to the next. As one of the most 

cost-effective and flexible ways to engage customers and prospects, social 

media flew to the top of the list of B2B marketing initiatives as a result.

82% of our respondents cite social media as the top growing marketing 

channel, followed by the company’s own websites (67%) and Search/PPC 

(39%). 

Interestingly, despite the pandemic easing and many companies starting to 

lessen budget holds, social media is still by far the top growing marketing 

channel – showing that its benefits are far greater than simply cutting costs.

Q: What are your top growing marketing channels in 2021?

82%

67%

39%

37%

28%

21%

19%

Social media

Website

Search/PPC

Email

Direct mail

Community

Events
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Most Effective Marketing Initiatives 
during COVID-19

Our respondents indicated that social media has been the main disruptor 

of B2B marketing in 2021, with more conventional programs falling behind.

According to the CMOs, the top two most effective B2B marketing 

initiatives during the COVID-19 pandemic have been social media 

marketing (78%) and email marketing (55%). 

Email marketing has always been the bright center of the universe for B2B. 

But with old-school channels shrinking due to pandemic closures, 

connecting with customers and prospects on social media has become 

more of a priority than ever.

For example, LinkedIn reported that its users posted 900% more content 

from February to April 2021, with the engagement growing by more than 

1600%. 

Q: Which marketing initiatives proved to be most effective 

for you during COVID-19?

78%

55%

38%

37%

28%

21%

18%

18%

Social media marketing

Email marketing

Content marketing

SEO

Online events

Direct mail

ABM marketing

Display and advertising
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How COVID-19 Affected B2B Social Media 
Marketing

Q: How did COVID-19 affect your social media marketing?

35%
Social became
our #1 priority

11%
No change

51%
Social became
more of a priority

4%
We use social less

We found that COVID-19 also had changed how CMOs prioritized social 

media among other marketing channels. 

It became more of a priority for 86% of B2B companies, where a third of 

our responders called it their #1 priority since the pandemic. 

COVID-19 has had a profound effect on how B2B organizations engage 

with their prospects and customers. In this new landscape, social media is 

showing the sharpest increase compared to other marketing channels.
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COVID-19 has made lasting changes to our world and 

the way we do business. B2B marketing is one of the 

many things that will never be the same. In 2021, 

social media was accelerated as one of the most 

cost-effective and flexible marketing initiatives for 

B2B.

The majority of the CMOs have seen how impactful 

social media has been throughout the pandemic – 

and this has given them a valid reason to push it to 

the top of the agenda. B2B social media marketing is 

proving success across the board in 2021, and it 

shows no signs of slowing down.
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The Impact of Social Media as Part of the 
B2B Marketing Strategy

Seeing how important social media has become for the B2B marketing 

function, we wanted to drill down into specific areas of impact. We asked 

CMOs about their goals when it comes to social media.  

Long gone are the days when social was used only for brand awareness. 

Today's B2B marketing leaders see it as a versatile marketing tool. Social 

media helps B2B organizations gain a 360-degree overview of the 

customer, generate demand and strengthen relationships.

93% of the CMOs say that social media is either impactful or very impactful 

as part of their overall marketing strategy. Only 7% indicated they see it 

having a low impact. 

Figure 3. How impactful is social media as part of your marketing strategy?

42%

7%

51%

Very impactful Impactful Low impact
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Top Social Media Marketing Goals

Breaking down the areas of impact, the majority of survey respondents 

(67%) indicated their top goal as improving customer experiences. 

An emerging trend here is that community building is rising as a social 

marketing goal. When crossing these objectives with how effective 

organizations find social media to be, we see community building growing 

from 20% generally to 46% for those who find social media 'very impactful'.
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Q: What are your top social media marketing goals?

62%

59%

67%

52%

50%

56%

55%

48%

43%

32%

46%

20%

Improving customer experience

All Respondents Those seeing social media as very effective

Increasing brand awareness

Collecting customer data

Generating demand

Hiring/Employer branding

Community building



How Social Media Influences Customer 
Experience

Customer experience has become an intrinsic part of the B2B marketing 

funnel, so we asked CMOs how social media influences CX specifically. 

According to 83% of B2B organizations, it allows them to directly engage 

with customers. By adding social media touchpoints to the equation, 

marketing teams find themselves refining customer journeys to improve 

retention, customer satisfaction, etc.

This was followed by providing relevant information/content (73%) and 

social customer care (71%). Again, 68% of the CMOs mentioned community 

building as part of their CX strategy.

Q: How does social media influence customer experience?

73%

71%

68%

83%Allows us to engage with our customers

Enables us to provide information/content

Serves as a customer support channel

Helps us build a community
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When drilling down into specific areas of impact 

social media have as part of the modern B2B 

marketing strategy, we’re seeing a wide range of 

benefits from improving customer experience to 

demand generation to employer branding. 

Today's B2B buyers want a personalized and enticing 

customer experience, which in some cases can 

overtake product and price as the key differentiator 

between brands. Social media starts to play an 

important role in helping B2B organizations 

understand their customers and prospects as well as 

make authentic connections with them. 

Marketing leaders are also leveraging the immense 

power of social media for building brand 

communities. This channel helps B2B organizations 

develop genuine relationships, so they can continue 

to win repeat business and generate a pipeline of 

trusted referrals.
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Best Performing Social Media Initiatives

In this section of the report, we want to zoom in on the most effective 

social media programs.

Almost half of our respondents (46%) name employee advocacy the best 

performing social media initiative. This is followed by social selling (32%), 

which is a close relative of advocacy. 

The CMOs consider organic corporate social less effective (28%), with paid 

social almost at the bottom of the ranking (24%).  

The pandemic has accelerated marketing trends that were already in 

motion before, including the growing role of employee advocacy in B2B 

marketing. It helps establish trust and build stronger relationships with 

customers through real people and authentic conversations.

Q: Most effective social media marketing initiatives

46%

32%

28%

27%

24%

21%

Employee advocacy

Social selling

Organic social content (corporate pages)

Social listening

Paid social 

Social engagement
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How Social Media Impacts Funnel Stages

To gauge the value of social media marketing at every stage of the B2B 

customer journey, we asked CMOs about its impact by funnel stage. 

When asked where in the marketing funnel social media plays the most 

important role, more than half of CMOs (55%) indicated the highest impact 

is in the evaluation stage, followed by 40% who indicated high impact in 

the purchase stage.

Cross-referencing this finding with the previous question, we see that 

employee advocacy and especially social selling have moved from being 

merely brand awareness and are now proven strategies across the entire 

customer journey. 

Advocacy has been consistently growing as a sales tool in the past few 

years, and it spiked during the pandemic due to many other prospect 

communication channels being unavailable or less relevant.

Q: Where in the funnel do you see social media playing the most 

important role?

High Impact Some Impact No Impact

63% 35% 2%Awareness stage

55% 36% 9%Evaluation stage

44% 49% 7%Consideration stage

40% 51% 9%Purchase stage
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Best Performing Social Media Content

When it comes to social media performance, the key factor is content. B2B 

marketers are learning more and more about what they should be pushing 

to social and evolving their strategies. 

When we asked CMOs about best-performing social media content today, 

they confirmed that employee advocacy (56%) is consistently 

outperforming paid social (29%). 

We still see curated and company-generated content being top of the list 

in terms of engagement, but employee-generated content comes as a 

close third, leaving social ads in the dust. The B2B social marketing 

landscape shifted from pay-to-play to organic, placing employee advocacy 

among key B2B marketing programs in the eyes of CMOs.

19Employee Advocacy Is Leading the Way for B2B Social Marketing

Q: What type of social content has been performing best 

on social media?

76%

76%

56%

29%

4%

Brand content (corporate channels)

Curated content (corporate channels)

Employee advocacy content

Paid social

Other



B2B buyers trust people, not brands. This is especially 

true in today’s remote sales world where social distancing 

has driven many business processes and communications 

online. With almost half of the world’s population active on 

social media, staying ahead of the curve means actively 

engaging with customers and prospects across multiple 

channels. Amplifying your brand's social reach with 

advocacy helps B2B organizations to win the trust of their 

audience. 

CMOs see social marketing initiatives helping at all stages 

of the funnel: from awareness to purchase. According to 

the survey findings, more and more marketing and sales 

leaders consider social media a direct line to their 

prospects, especially closer to the bottom of the funnel. 

As Oktopost's Managing Director, EMEA, Colin Day puts it, 

“In 2022, it will no longer be called social selling. It will be 

called just selling as it has now become an integral part of 

the modern-day sales engine”.
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The Priority of Marketing Investments

In 2021, many CMOs had to tighten their belts in terms of marketing spend. 

According to Gartner, “marketing budgets as a percentage of company 

revenue fell from 11% to 6.4%” in 2021.

Experts predict that budgets will bounce back soon enough, but for now 

CMOs have to make tough decisions and cut back on initiatives that aren't 

showing quick results. 

We asked the survey respondents to rank the priority of marketing 

investments in terms of spend and resources. Aligned with the earlier 

findings for the most effective marketing initiatives, the top priority 

investments are social media marketing (61%), followed by email marketing 

(50%) and content marketing (49%).

Q: The priority of investments in B2B marketing categories

61%

50%

49%

44%

37%

33%

30%

24%

23%

14%

10%

Social media marketing

Email marketing

Content marketing

SEO

Online events

ABM marketing

Customer marketing

Direct mail

Display and advertising

3rd-party data

Other
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Social Media Budgets 2021-2022

According to the next year's budgets, CMOs know what’s working and 

they’re aggressively onboarding strategies to continue their success with 

social media. In 2022, B2B social marketing budgets will keep growing. 

Survey respondents indicated an average social media budget of $80K in 

2021 and plan to grow it in 2022 by an average of 21% to $97K. 

It is interesting to note that B2B companies that spent between 

$101K-150K on social media marketing in 2021, plan to double their 

budgets for 2022. As organizations see and measure the value of social 

media, the budget for social media marketing (content, staff and tech) is 

becoming a growing priority.

Q: What is your budget for organic social media marketing?

3.5%

31%

36.5%
39%

13%

24.5%

16%
20.5%

15%

1%

<$25K >$150K$25K - $50K $51K - $100K $101K - $150K

2021 Avg. Weight - $80K

2022 Avg. Weight - $97K (+21%)

2021

2022

Q: What % of your digital marketing budget is allocated towards social media?

11.5%

42%

28.5%

10%

3.5% 4%
0.5%

1-4% 5-9% 10-14% 15-19% 20-25% 26-30% More than 30%
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B2B marketing budgets are yet to recover from the global 

pandemic. Meanwhile, CMOs are forced to reprioritize 

spend – and they indicate social media marketing as one 

of their more important channels today. This aligns with 

their best-performing marketing channels, showing that 

leaders are very much aware of what’s working and ready 

to focus on the most effective initiatives, no matter how 

unconventional they might be. 

While many CMOs have initially been pushed into relying 

on social media by COVID-19, they are now looking ahead 

with purpose – this channel proved itself to be extremely 

effective. Marketing budgets for 2022 reflect this drive: 

the majority of companies with an annual social media 

budget of $50,000 or more are planning to raise their 

budgets for next year.
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How we made this 
report

The B2B CMO Survey

To create the State of B2B Social Media Marketing report, we surveyed 200 

CMOs (Chief Marketing Officers). 70% of the respondents are based in the 

US, 30% – in the UK. All of our respondents are C-level executives in a B2B 

organization with at least 200 employees. The majority of them represent 

either SME (501-1,000 employees – 32%) or enterprise (1,001-5,000 

employees - 30%) companies. 13.5% of the CMOs we've spoken to 

represent businesses with 5,001-10,000 employees, and 4.5% – 

with > 10,000 employees. The respondents' organizations operate in 

Insurance (12%), Industrial Automation (9%), Manufacturing (8%), Financial 

Services (7%), Banking (7%), Tech (6%) and others industries. 

The survey was developed and commissioned by Oktopost. The responses 

were gathered online and analyzed by an independent survey firm Global 

Surveyz during July and August 2021. 
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